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the saints are the 88 warriors of athena ( athena no senshi). they fight
wearing armors called cloths (kurosu) of different power and endurance

according to the rank of the specific saint, the design of which derive from
the constellations the characters are born under. athena's saints are

divided into three different classes: gold saints, silver saints and bronze
saints wearing gold cloths, silver cloths and bronze cloths respectively. the
latter is the class that the five main protagonists are part of in the manga
authored by masami kurumada and is the lower class, then silver saint are
the middle class and gold saints represents the elite and are considerably
stronger than the other equipped with all the necessary pieces, perseus

slung the bag (kibisis) about him, fitted the sandals to his ankles, and put
the cap on his head. wearing it, he saw whom he pleased, but was not seen
by others. and having received also from hermes an adamantine sickle, he
flew to the ocean and caught the gorgons asleep. tiptoeing, he approached

medusa the only one of the three gorgons who was mortal all the while
carefully gazing at the reflection of the monster in athena s bronze shield.
guided by the goddess, perseus raised the sickle and violently struck off
medusas head. to his utter amazement, a golden-sworded soldier and a

winged horse sprung out of her neck medusas two unborn children,
conceived during her union with the sea god poseidon at a time when she
was still a beautiful mortal. fully aware that medusas head was still potent,

perseus quickly thrust it into his magic bag and, using the power of his
winged sandals, managed to escape the golden-winged gorgons, who

disgruntledly returned to their lair to mourn their sister. to emulate the
sound of this lament, athena invented the music of the double pipe, the

aulos.
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wikipedia: athena was the greek goddess of wisdom, war, and the arts.
she was the daughter of zeus and electra. when she was still a child, she
was abducted by her uncle, king cepheus of ethiopia, who had killed her
father to marry his sister, cassiopeia. athena was given to nereus, the

sea god and her mother, to raise. the saints are the 88 warriors of
athena ( athena no senshi). they fight wearing armors called cloths

(kurosu) of different power and endurance according to the rank of the
specific saint, the design of which derive from the constellations the

characters are born under. athena's saints are divided into three
different classes: gold saints, silver saints and bronze saints wearing

gold cloths, silver cloths and bronze cloths respectively. the latter is the
class that the five main protagonists are part of in the manga authored
by masami kurumada and is the lower class, then silver saint are the
middle class and gold saints represents the elite and are considerably

stronger than the other the chosen cloths of the saints are kyros (gold),
myrtos (silver) and aster (bronze). this is the order of the saints in the

anime series. the gold cloths are made of pure gold, and are
impenetrable to weapons. the silver cloths are made of pure silver and
also impenetrable to weapons, but can be damaged by the gold cloths,

with the bronze cloths being the middle ground of both the gold and
silver cloths, and can be damaged by either one of them. each saint can

be assigned to wear any of the three cloths, but because of the
difference in power between the saints, most of them will be given a

bronze cloth by athena herself. the saints are the main protagonists of
the anime and manga series kill la kill ( kokuhaku jikuu no kill la kill in

japan). 5ec8ef588b
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